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The issue of sustainability within our contemporary fashion landscape is being brought to light more prominently every 
day. I believe the societal demographic that General Pants caters for are people who want to look effortlessly stylish, 
adding versatile pieces to their wardrobes which can be dressed up or down and worn on multiple occasions. However, 
these young people in our society are becoming more aware of the flaws of fast fashion and the detrimental impacts 
it has on our environment and are slowly leaning more towards either buying second hand, or looking at ethically 
produced sustainable clothing, even if the price point is a bit higher. This tilt on consumption is a step forward in 
reducing textile waste in our society, however, all in all it is still consuming, which besides all else, needs to be reduced.
 
To combat these issues, I believe there first needs to be a bigger focus on well made garments with high quality 
construction techniques, natural fibers, and quality fabrics in ethical factories. Using recycled materials is a big step 
forward, but by prioritising durability first, we will make clothing that will last, and thereby have to consume less in the 
long run. A great example of this is by Patagonia and their ‘Worn Wear’ repair hub in Sydney, which will fix broken zippers, 
rips, tears, buttons, snaps, and pulls on your Patagonia gear for free. This keeps our existing garments in circulation for 
longer, and saves us time, money, energy, and other resources that would have been wasted in producing more clothing.

Having a sustainable and circular practice within my own work is important to me as a designer, as we don’t really 
need any more designers in the world. We need to think about why we are designing, and provide our audience with 
something they need. I predominately work with secondhand materials and high-quality construction techniques so 
my pieces will last, while attempting to combat textile waste instead of producing more. I also use natural fibers 
such as cotton, silk, and wool so that when the time comes, these pieces can biodegrade back into our environment.

DESIGN RESEARCH STATEMENT

INSTAGRAM: @angel.licker @by.angelicamaria to see more images of garments



DECONSTRUCTION

- 11 pairs of jeans
- 100% cotton

- drafted original patterns
- bleached certain pieces of denim for features
- patchworked checkered textile

- levis, true religion, hard yakka, 
rivers, lee, traders etc.

REASSEMBLY

NOTIONS:
- jeans zipper repurposed from jeans
- other zippers and rivet kit purchased second   
hand from fairhaven op shop

- all jeans purchased 2nd hand from op shops



LOOK 1

- denim workwear bomber jacket with patchworked textile
- denim workwear jeans with patchworked textile



LOOK 2

- denim detachable boiler suit with bleached panelling






